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UNLEASH ED 
FROM BONDS 
OF FASHION 

CHELSEA - 
London, Music 
Machine 

ONCE UPON a time 
there was a punk hand 
called Chelsea In their LAST FRIDAY marked 
time they were very hip the second appearance of 
and full of credibility, the Ian Gillan Band at the 
until suddenly they split Marquee in two days, and 
and singer Gene October when I entered at nine 
was left with merely a o'clock. the 'house full' 
name. He continued with sign was already up. On 
a hand which meant little such a night the Marquee 
to anybody, until they too Is like a sauna and an 
died onhlm. almighty explosion 

(deliberate. I might add) 
didn't help - many were 
shaking their trousers to 
make sure everything 
was OK! Within seconds. 
smoke and football fan- 
like Chants of "Gillan! 
Gillan!" has filled the 
place. 

Suavely attired in a 
white, doublebreasted 

jacket,, the 
Purple vocalist hit the 
stage with his four piece 
outfit, and launched Into a 
fine set of hard rocking 
music. As well as recent 
material, they delivered 
those classics 'Child in 
Time' and 'Smoke On The 
Water'. Ian wasn't just 
playing safe by including 
them, because the 
current Items went down 
well enough and are of a 
high quality - they 
merely added to the 
electric atmosphere of 
the gig. The bassist and 
drummer provided 

for the big race, thundering rhythm; 
October too is in better alongside a superb 

form - no longer are we guitarist and the ex - 
subjected to mini.current tenalve talents of 
affairs courses - the rap keyboard player Colin 
is severely confined to Towns. 
Introductions and witty Gtllan's vocals were the 
interjections. The change anchor point of the group. 
In them Is unbelievable. but didn't overwhelm. 

The material too is Indeed the guitar solo on 
drastically improved. 'Child In Time' was ab - 
The only concessions they solutely incredible, and of 
make to their (and I equal aural delight to 
wtnceaslsayill'roots'Is Blackmore's. The 
in the' obligatory per- audience was clearly 
formance of their singles. Purple based and there 
'Right To Work' (by far was a whole lolta freakln' 
the weakest number In going on. Such cries of 
the set) and 'High Rise "Gillen for Popel" and 
Living'. both of which are "Sex and Drugs and Ian 
beginning to sound rather Gillen!" evoked much 
quaint It's the new songs laughter and applause. 
however which reveal Ian enjoyed the gig and 
their rising strength. Two 
numbers in particular 
hear bright hope for the 
future. 'I Wanna Be Your 
Toy', possessor of one of 
the strongest hooks 
around, and 'Twelve 
Men' both Oc- tober/Martin corn - 
Positions The band as a 
whole gave a riveting 
Performance, exhibiting 
skill, flair and polish. 
Already they are, as they 
say, a force to be 
reckoned with, and with a 
few more numbers like the single 'Urban Kids', 
and the aforementioned 
Reins - they could turn out to be one of Britain's foremost and exciting rock 'n' roll bands In their current form they deserve to, and moat 

Now Chelsea exist In 
their third Incarnation - 
and any similarities with 
the punk movement have 
faded upon the way - this 
band rely purely upon 
rock 'n' roll. 

It seems that from 
these confused and rather 
suspicious beginnings a 
highly talented. yet ex- 
tremely unfashionable 
band have emerged. 
Against the vivid well 
chosen pink and green 
backdrop Chelsea were 
perfectly at home on the 
larger stage. The current 
line-up look and move far 
better than their 
predecessors; guitarist 
James Stevenson un- 
winding like a clockwork 
Pinnochio to the right of 
the stage, while the other 
guitarist Dave Martin 
brings up the left flank. 
skipping across the stage 
as though limbering up 

be seen don't let 
fashion rule your head or 
your heart. KELLY 
PIKE, 

IAN GILLAN BAND 
Marquee 

was singing as well as 
ever, screaming on every 
number, perhaps over. 
utilising his trump card 
He must surely dread the 
day when he wakes up 
and can't let out one of 
those blood curdling 
screams - I know the 
fans do. 

After a swift rock and 
roll encore number, the 
show was over and 
everyone left, sweaty but 
happy it's good to see 
bands packing out .the 
Marquee. and moreover 
those Milan °Ulan Band's 
calibre actually playing 
there. STEVE GETT 

WIRE 
N e w e 'a s, t 1 e 
University 
LIGHT.' DARK. Shade. 
Noise. Silence.' Wire. 
They take aim - shoot at 
the audience with rapid. 
fire quick-frozenframes 
from a black and white 
story of life. Blue light - 
Cold and stark, but with 
'Lowdown' as second 
number (now less 
menacing, more sleazy) 
you don't get frightened 
or UI at ease. Impressed? 
1 was, and the crowd 
loved it too. 

Vocalist Colin Newman 
now plays much more 
guitar on stage than 
previously, but when he 
does discard It, he im- 
mediately becomes the 
focal point with his 
strange quirky, jerky 
marionette movements 
Standing slightly behind 
him guitarist B. C 
GUford' hardly seems to 
be Involved in a live gig at 
all, casual concentration 
with the end result' of 
fleshing out the sound is 
his only aim, En- 
tertainment as such 
simply does not enter into 
It, 

Drummer Robert 
Gotobed plays ex- 
ceedinga-y (and ef- 
fectively) simple rhyth- 
ms, with metronomic 
precision and a pleasing 
tendency to'underplay his 
role rather than attempt 
to dominate wl'th 
crashing drum rolls or 
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CHELSEA as we knew them. Gene October (centre) now leads a new Inc - u p 
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solos. Meanwhile, the 
only real semblance of 
rock 'n' roll flash = not to 
mention superb bass 
playing and excellent 
vocals at times - is 
provided stage left by 
Graham Lewis, wholie 
movements coincide 
entirely with the music 
firing forth 

The set showcases the 
m a to r I ty .and 
sophistication of the new 
album. with 'Practice 
Makes Perfect' standing 
out. 

An ecstatic audience 
was treated to a white - 

hot climax, followed by 
an encore featuring 
golden oldies In 'Reuters' 
(stilt truly frightening 
and the laconic '106 Beats 
That'. Despite continual 
requests. Wire didn't play 
'12XU' but only their 
harshest critic could have 
faulted them. II this is 
how good they are at the 
start of the tour . , , 
JOHNNY WALLER 

THE KINKS 
Lo'ndon Ha.m- 
mersmlth Odeon 
I'VE HAD a fear of 
leaving concerts before 
the end, ever since Frank 
Zappa fell off the stage al 
the Rainbow and broke 
his leg. What if a drama 
happened - after I'd 
departed? The Editor 
would murder me, that's 
what would happen. 
However, it would have 
taken more than a threat 
of murder to keep me at 
the Hammersmith Odeon 
on Sunday night, 

I managed to sit 
through most .of the 
Kinks' set (and that of the 
support band. The 
Dodgers, who were quite 
good considering the gig 
was,a-big deal for them), 
but left before I either 
froze to death, or died of 
boredom.The blame can 
be laid at two doors: the first being the 
management who 
evidently think cold 
draughts are in- 
vigorating, and the 
second being the 
audience, who were too 
old to boogie, or 'too 
frozen to move. 

To a lesser extent, the 
Kinks did not perform at 
their best. Ray Davies 
knocked himself out 
trying to get everything 
going, but the rest of the 
band must have, been 
suffering from a low 
metabolism. As at the 
Roundhouse (which was 
an amazing gig) they 
opened with a few bars of 
'You Really Got Me' 
before going Into the first 
number proper, 'Sleep- 
walker'. 

I know It'll take a while 
before the songs from the`, 
'Misfits' album get really 
accepted. but at the 
moment, only 'Hayfever' 
and 'Permanent Waves' 
look like winners. 

There were a couple or 
throwaway lines from 
Ray that cheered me up a 
bill he said he was asked 
by a girl at the stage door 
if he'd been in the original 
Kinks line - up. Perhaps 
It's understandable - 
they've been going so 
long she must have 
wondered If anyone would 
have the stamina to carry 
on. And he got a laugh by 
asking If we wanted to 
hear 'David Watts'. Well, 
I laughed anyway. 

As always. I enjoyed 
their medley of old hits: 
'Death Of A Clown', 
'Lazin' On A Sunday 
Afternoon' and 'Waterloo 
Sunset', but even then It 
didn't look as if they were 
all one hundred per cent 
having a good time 

Really, I wished I 
hadn't gone - It would 
have been better to 
nurture' memories of the 
Roundhouse gig and 
leave Jt at that, 
ROSALIND RUSSELL 

SANDY AND THE 
BACKLINE London 
Music Machine 

IF YOU'VE been reading 
our 'Private Pleasures' 
ad, and thinking 'Sandy 
who? And the who?' then 
wonder no more, because 
Sandy McLelland Is the 
latest Scottish soul singer 
to have made the great 
trek south to seek his 
fortune. 

So far he's done a 
couple of solo club dates 
around London, as well as 
supporting Robert 
Palmer on his recent 
dates It seems a good 
match _ Sandy and the 
Backline are as funky as 
Palmer. but with the 
rough edges still at- 
taChed Very much at- 
tached. It's a big step 
from a Glasgow pub to 
the Hammersmith 
Odeon, and it oc- 
casionally shows through 
in Sandy's lack of stage 
presence, and In the 

I'quality of the material - 
always a problem with 
brafid new bands. Too 
often, their songs stretch 

pout Into mediocrity, and 
your mind begins to 
wander - only your 
compulsively tapping toe 
still pays attention 

No doubt. though. 
practice will soon perfect 
those shortcomings. 
Sandy and the Backline 
are, 1 suppose, an 
acquired taste - but If 
this sort of smooth white 
soul Is to your taste las It 
is to mine) you'll find, In 
them, welcome new 
exponents of this 
established art SHELA 
PROPHET 

ROSE ROYCE 
Birmingham Odeon 

TWENTY MINUTES Into 
the* show last Friday 
night lead singer Gwyn 

Dickey described Rose 
Royce as the "Mean 
mean music machine". 
This rather surprising 
statement was greeted 
with rapturous adulation 
by a deliriously happy 
and devoted audience. 
who, having gone ex- 
pecting good funky disco 
music. were now ex- 
periencing the Rose 
Royce phenomenon In a 
truly remarkable way. 
Never before have I seen 
such an unwarranted or 
undeserved ovation. 

Their music can hest he 
described as about 
palatable as background 
sounds at an airport, or in 
the highly charged at- 
mosphere of a successful 
disco, but in the relative 
luxury of a modern 
theatre they sound 
merely repetitive, dull 
and uninspired, Indeed, 
the word machine as 
uttered by Gwyn Dickey 
Is entirely appropriate, as 
they churn out largely 
Indiscernable numbers 
one after another, singing 
most of them out of tune 
to the accompaniment of 
a cacophany of sound, 

In all other respects 
they are similar to a 
dozen other funk / soul / 
disco acts - they wear dazzingly bright 
costumes, do their dance 
routines In perfect 
unison, and work un 
believably hard to per- 
suade us that they are 
really having a great 
time Nothing else they 
would rather be doing, 
I'm sure they say - well, 
that may be so, but I can 
think of at least one 
person who hopes he will 
never have to see them do 
It again, Ni ALL CLULEY 

MARSHALL HAIN 
Batley, Crumpets 
The opening night of 
Marshall Ham's first ever 
tour marked the most 
Intriguing mis -match 
between band and venue 
Imaginable. 

The famous Batley 
Variety Club was a 'Good 
Old Days' type ballroom, 
and had it not recently 
been transformed into a 
supposedly Studio 5i 
style cabaret club, It 
would have made an 
admirable aircraft 
hangar - all the more so 
considering Its remote 
Wuthering Heights 
location. 

I fancy that those who 
hadn't come either out of 
curiosity value. or taking 
advantage of the late bar 
licence, arrived ex- 
pecting to see a disco 
show After all, on the 
strength of 'Dancing In 
The City ' who didn't think 
that Marshall Ham was 
the latest American soul 
hero? 

As the better informed 
will have realised, the hit 
single represents only one 
facet of this London duo's 

sound For their tour 
Marshall Hain have 
enlisted the services of 
exFoster Brother 
Graham (guitar and 
keyboard), Gary Twigg 
(bass). Bob Jenkins 
(drums) and Martin 
Ditcham (percussion) - 
an eclectic bunch of 
musicians in keeping with 
the varied nature of the 
music. 

Notwithstanding the 
audience disinterest, 
which was hardly 
alleviated by the knee. 
high positioning of the 
stage. they all acquitted 
themselves remarkably 
well, 

After a shaky start. 
partly due to featuring 
slower numbers. Ms Ham 
soon gathered confidence 
as they drifted through 
most of the material on 
the 'Free Ride' album. 

Like the album, the live 
sound felt similarly tight 
and airy, despite the 
presence of a tulier band 
which may have resulted 
In a more mainstream 
rock approach. In fact, 
the tasteful restrain 
employed by the whole 
outfit suggested that 
Instrumentally, at -least, 
they were not unlike a 
more muscular version of 
Fleetwood Mar, although 
without any of the cloying 
insipidness which infects 
thaepartNlar band, 

Yet the abundance of 
styles which have clearly 
Influenced Julian Mar 
shall and Kit Hain takes 
their mualc well out of the 
realms of MOR and into a 
jazzier. funkier direction. 
At the same time. Kit's 
singer/writing adds 
another dimension to 
their musical prowess, 
Despite their apparent 
simplicity. both the 
lyrical wit of 'You Too' 
and the poignancy of 
'Coming Home' are 
reminiscent of the likes of 
Joni Mitchell and Dory 
Previn. 

The undercurrent of 
humour which permeates 
much of what the duo 
have done was also In 
evidence, with Kit's 
amusing mid number 
dashes across stage to 
swop microphones 
keyboards and guitar 
providing light relief 
amidst the almost 10ce- 
Ish professionalism 

All the band obviously 
enjoyed themselves, the 
more so as the set 
progressed- Predictably. 
'Dancing In The City' was 
saved until the end, with Julian cannily 
reproducing the same 
drum -synth effects as on 
the record 

By this time the 
audience were at last 
responding and the hand 
returned to encore with 
some new songs. On the 
strength of this, and their 
performance generally, 
Marshall Ham are going 
to be around for some 
time. MIKE NICI1OLLS 
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